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ABSTRACT
A system tor quantitative in situ evaluation ot ore in 
witwatersrand gold tines wus researcned and subsequently 
developed.
ine principle ot measurement is based on tnc excitation 
ot gold l> x-rays in rock i ace samples by tnc 8ti keV gamma 
radiation from a Cadmium-109 radioisotope source. The X-rays 
anu scattered radiation trom the rock matrix are detected cy 
a hyper pure germanium detector cooled by liquiu nitrogen in 
a portable probe. In the fluorescence spectrum tne intensity 
ratio oi the gold Kp peaks to their immediate scattered 
background is evaluate^ anu quantitatively converted in the 
portaole analyser to area concentration units.
All aspects of the physical and instrumental measurement 
nad to be investigated to arrive at a system capable ot 
quantitative evaluation ot trace concentrations in stope 
face ore samples. The parameters ot efficiency ot excitation 
ot the gold K x-rays, and the energy distribution after 
scattering trom the rock matrix at different angles we re 
investigated from basic principles to determine an optimum 
s o u r c e - s a m p l e - a c t e c t o r  g e o m e t r y  which woulu allow 
quantitative evaluation ot homogeneous ore concentrations, 
rot e d g e d -on measurement ot rough-surfaced thin layer 
deposits a method or controlling the measurement geometry 
through ratemeter leeuback was developed to allow conversion 
v£ mass concentration values to units of area concentration.
Tne oar aneters of soectr un evaluation were investigated fro'n 
funlanental or inc ioles to allow qua titative assessment of 
different methods of oeak evaluation for optimization of the 
method as a whole, .'he basic concepts of random signal 
Processing times were developed together with new conceots 
of pileuo parameters to a)low a quantitative description of 
tne data acquisition rite of a comolete analog oulse
processing system.
Nitn this foundation a practical measuring geometry and 
ootimum values for signal processing time parameters, for 
detector size and for discriminator positions for soectrum 
evaluation could be determined.
Parallel with the derivation of ootimum measurement 
parameters went the development of instruments, their fieli 
testing and aooraisal of the method. The underground results 
o b t a i n e d  with prot o t y p e  v e r s i o n s  of the gamma ray 
fluorescence analyser were in all instances found to have a 
highly significant correlation with those obtained from the 
same locations by conventional chio or bulk samoling and 
fire assay.
The development of the gamma ray fluorescence method has 
shown the potential of the method to serve as an ore 
valuation tool and to assist in the- geological identificaion 
of strata in Witwatersrand gold mines.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Wltvatersrand 9 eclo,lc.l system contains the world's 
largest known deposi ts of gold and It thus plays a maj 
role in the economy of the Republic of South Afr.ca. By the 
end of 1975 gold had accounted for approximately .6 percent 
of the total value of mineral product, of the country from 
it. earliest mining activities (Coet.ee, 1976).
The depletion of ore reserves a no ever increasing 
p r o d u c t i o n  c o s t ,  have focussed attention upon the 
profitability of .11 aspects of gold mining. One of these, 
ore valuation, plays an important role in this. The great 
m a g n i t u d e  and the e x c e p t i o n a l  c o n t i n u i t y  of the 
M i twa te r sr and ore body make in_»l$u evaluation of 
u n d e r g r o u n d  o r .  d e p o s i t ,  f e a s i b l e ,  at the low 
concentration, generally encountered evaluation from 
without the deep ore deposit, would not allow anywhere near
as high a precision of ore valuation.
The average mining depth is approximately 1.6 km below 
surface, approximately 75 Mt of or. are treated annually 
and the average grade of the ore treated is approximately 
lOg/t (10 parts per million).
1.1 the witwatersrand gold deposit
Th. W i t w a t e r s r a n d  gold o r e s  were s t r . t i g r a p h l e a l ly 
deposited in Pr.c.mbrl.n times in .uccessive cycles of 
....mentation, with each cycle constituted by a varying
2number of pulses of different intensity and character.
At present geological times, the planes cr these 
tabular deposits are often almost horizontal, though they 
may be inclined at any angle up to the vertical and they 
have varying degrees o': undulation and faulting. About 
sixty per cent of all gold ore is mined by explosive 
methods at a sloping (tabular excavation) width of less 
than one metre and the important heavy metal bearing 
conglomerate in these has a layer thickness or reef width
of. less than 200mm.
The gold bearing reefs are composed of a variety of
quartz pebbles in a matrix consisting predominantly of 
quartz of sand size, with varying amounts of pyrite and 
other sulphides and some heavy minerals. The ore -iensity 
averages 2,76t/m3 . Carbon is notable in some of the 
conglomerate-,. The gold occurs in the £«•- * o£ highly 
irregular particles ranging from 0,005 ' 0,5m. across. The
silver content of the metallic partic f varies greatly - 
from less than 4 per cent to more than 32 per cent.
(Ccetzee, 1976).
The concentration of gold is at trace levels, the gold
is thus seldom v i s i b l e  to the naked eye and other 
geological features commonly have to be relied upon for 
identification. The most prominent indicator is usually a 
reef baud of pebble conglomerate; sometimes a carhor. ba..d 
or the separation of two geological layers, e.g. quartz and 
shale, serve as visual identification. These features are 
otten not distinct and It Is Important to realize that 
although they are correlated with the gold concentration.
the correlation is poor. Discontinuities in the features 
and geological faulting and undulation augment the in situ 
problem of following the gold containing layer, and it is 
not uncommon that some mining is carried out on completely 
the wrong horizons, mistakes which can be rather costly 
particularly since the payable horizons missed may have 
become unmineable through this operation.
Uranium is often associated with the gold ores and the 
radiation from its decay products is sometimes used as a 
m e a s u r a b l e  indicator of the gold content, but the 
c o r r e l a t i o n  is only medium to poor and uranium or 
radioactivity cannot be relied upon as primary indicator 
for gold without continued verification of the correlation.
1.2 Ore valuation 
O r e  v a l u a t i o n  entails s a m p l i n g  of the ore body, 
determination of the mineral content of the samples, these 
two processes being referred to as evaluation of the ore, 
and assessment of the results to allow mining decisions to 
be made. In the valuation of three dimensional deposits 
only the position, mass and mass concentration of samples 
is required. Evaluation of samples of thin tabular 
deposits, however, entails the determination of mass of 
mineral per unit area. The dimensions of each sample thus 
need to be known so that the mass concentrations determined 
in the assay may be converted to the area concentration.
The conventional method of sampling (Storrar, 1977) in 
the gold mining industry has been chip sampling. At regular 
intervals or 3 to 10 metres in stopes, and at shorter 
intervals in development ends, delineating blocks, the rock
face (wall) is washed and dressed, i.e. cleared of loose 
oieces of rock and large steos, and the outline of the 
samole to oe chioped is measured and marked off with 
cra/on. A groove nominally 25mm or so deep and about 73 to 
100mm or 153mm broad is chiooed with hammer and chisel 
across tne mineralized zone. For narrow reefs only a single 
sample of specified width (height) 80mm, 133mm or 150mm 
normal to the reef plane is cut if non-mineralized rock can 
be included in tne upper and lower parts of the sample, 
otherwise the groove is lengthened to provide several 
samoles• Between 0,5 to 2 kg of chippings are caught in a 
pan below the sammc being taker. A rubber guard or a niece 
of cloth wound around the chisel near its ooint reduces the 
number of rock chips flying off.
Sroove samples across tabular deoosits, as far as 
possible should be of even deoth, and rectangular in shaoe 
with solid square corners to allow simple conversion of 
mass- to area concentrations. The quart sites generally 
encountered in the Wltwatersrand gold mines make this 
rather difficult in manual samoling and uneven friability 
across tne mineralized zone can readily introduce samolini 
bias. Mechanical sampling with diamond wheel cutters offers 
only slight improvement at higher cost and inconvenience 
and, therefore, has limited aoolication.
The highly erratic deposition of gold and the overall 
low values call for the area sampling ratio, i.e. the 
total projected area of the samples to that of the ore 
body, to be as large as possible, and for the samples 
to be representatively distributed throughout the ore 
body. The area sampling ratio and the distribution of
' -
gold values determine the precision with which the value of 
a standard size ore body thathas been mined, or of one that 
is to be mined, may be assessed. In stope and development 
end chip sampling usually an area ratio of less than 0,0001 
of the area mined is representatively sampled. A standard 
size ore body has not yet been stipulated and the required 
precision of valuation for this standard size for mining 
decisions frequently encountered still have to evolve; the 
precision of valuation can then be related to any size of 
ore body.
The main use of ore valuation from chip sampling has 
been for control of the grade of ore mined and to provide 
estimation of future ore reserves. Many mining decisions at 
present made on an arbitrary basis could benefit greatly 
from on improved precision in ore valuation. The maximun 
benefit (of ore valuation) is obtained from low grade 
areas as they become payable and the mining of areas is 
terminated as soon as possible after they become unpayable 
( J o h n s t o n , 1973). The i m p e n d i n g  i n t r o d u c t i o n  of 
mechanisation into the gold mines will require much more 
concentrated mining for efficiert use of the costly 
equipment. This will require a higher precision of 
valuation of ore bodies of the smallest sizes amenable to 
select, m i n i n g . A higher precision can be attained 
through *>etter sampling continuity and a higher area 
sampling r«tio usually at increased cost.
Other methods of underground sampling have been 
employed under particular situations to reduce valuation 
costs with varying degrees of success. Grab sampling of
6broken ore is used in some mines, often in conjunction with 
chip sampling, for control of the grade of ore mined. For 
ore valuation the average stoping width of the area covered 
by a broken ore sample collection point needs to be known 
to allow conversion of mass- to area concentration. For 
narrow reefs a broken ore sample of 10 kg represents an 
area of the ore body similar to that of a chip sample of 
the order of 1 kg. It appears that even if the area 
sampling ratio of the ore body sampled is less than in chip 
sampling, the higher continuity feasible in broken ore 
sampling through reduced acquisition costs allows better 
representation of the parent ore body and thus improvement 
in valuation precision in some mining areas (Chelius, 
1973). A limitation of broken ore sampling is that tne 
smallest size of ore body that may be valued for selective 
mining is of the order of the total area covered by a 
sample collection point, i.e. usually one or more stopes.
Special bulk simpling, where 100% of the ore of a small 
srca of an ore body is extracted and put through a sampling 
plant, nas been used to obtain information for comparison 
with routine sampling results (ilallbauer, 1977), but this 
method precludes good sampling continuity for extended ore
bodies.
The ore samples from underground are fed to • small jaw 
crusher and reduced to a certain size. The sample is then 
divided to reduce the amount and fed to a pulverizer where 
it is reduced to 100% -74pm. Fifteen to sixty grams of 
sample is placed in a fire-clay crucible and 80-90g of flux 
(Litharge 30%, Sodium carbonate 45%, Borax 25%, Maize meal
72g) is added. The crucible is placed in a reverberatory 
furnace at 1100°C, where the gold collects in a lead bead. 
The contents are t..-*' poured into a mould and cooled. The 
lead bead is removed and hammered into a cube and placed in 
t. cupe.\ in a muffle furnace. After about half an hour the 
lead has been absorbed and evaporated and the cupel is 
removed. The Au/\g bead is weighed and the mass recorded. 
An avet age correction is normally applied for the silver 
content, the average being checked periodically. Although 
losses in the furnaces and during cupellation can cause 
errors (Wall et al., 1973), these errors are not serious in 
the evaluation of ores as sampling errors are dominant; 
they can, however, be important in the a s ^ ying of much 
lower concentration samples such as from tailings.
Usually the sample results are combined to obtain 
averages for valuation of stretches of ore for grade
control and ore reserve calculations.
Improved geostatistical methods of valuation, dating 
from the 1950's (reviewed by Krige, 1964), have more 
recently been applied at a number of gold mines to control 
the quality of routine sampling and assaying and to provide 
realistic confidence limits in the ore valuation of any
size of ore body.
The geostatl et icaX methods ate continuously being 
Improved and it may be expected that the area sampling 
ratio, instead of being a stipulated value (or a large 
section of a mine, will be able to be determined on a 
precise cost benefit basis accord ng to the uses of the 
va-uation and to the gold distributions encountered.
1.3 Alternative methods of evaluation of ores 
The disadvantages of the conventional method of evaluation, 
whe % samples c lected underground are assayed on surface, 
are the difficulty of unbiased chipping of samples from the 
narrow stope faces, the transportation of the samples to 
surface and the delay from the time of chipping until the 
results are a v a i l a b l e .  Once in the laboratory the 
concentration of the samples can easily be determined by 
fire assay to high accuracy and precision.
Alternative laboratory methods of measuring the gold 
content, such as conventional X-ray fluorescence analysis, 
radioisotopic X-ray fluorescence analysis (Burkha1 ter 
et alT, 1970), instrumental neutron activation analysis 
(Uken et al.. 1966) and acid leaching, solvent extraction 
with atomic absorption spectrometry (Groenewald, 1969) have 
been investigated and were found to offer some advantages 
over fire assaying. .owever, to reduce the sampling problem 
in situ methods of evaluation of ore were considered.
Of the c h e m i c a l  methods chromatographic paint 
(Hallbauer, 19 7 3) was shown to be useful in some 
qualitative investigations and while in s itu chemical 
leaching or cyanidation (Lloyd et aJL, # 1969) also has some 
potential, it is probably too time consuming for this 
application.
Instrumental methods for quantitative measurement of 
the gold content directly on unprepared stope faces were 
investigated. Although dispensing with arduous sample 
extraction and with preparation of the sample may seem very 
attractive, these methods face the problem of direct
9physical measurement oi trace concentrations of gold 
without any form of preconcentration with sophisticated 
equipment that needs to be carried through and operated in 
stopes. Furthermore even though an instrumental method may 
be used in rapid scanning of the whole stope face, thereby 
improving continuity of sampling over conventional periodic 
distance sampling, the depth of measurement into the rock 
face needs to be high enough so _..at also the area sampling 
ratio of the area of the ore body mined may be improved. 
For example chip sampling of sections 20mm deep and 100mm 
broad on a square grid pattern of 5m has an area sampling 
ratio of 20xl00r.im2/25m2 ■ 0,00008 whereas an instrumental 
method of scanning the whole stope f. ce after sim’ it 5m 
advances to a depth of only 0,1mm would have a poorer ratio 
oi only 0,00002.
Measurement of geld values in narrow reefs directly on 
the stope face has the advantage over measuring gold values 
in broken rock in that the conglomerate is not diluted with 
waste rock and that there is no complicating factor of 
segregated broken sizes. The times to measure the same mass 
of rock to the s a m e  p e r c e n t a g e  p r e c i s i o n  are 
d i s p r o p o r t i o n a t e l y  longer for the lower aveigt 
concentrations in the broken rock. Also, the surface of the 
rock to be measurred is somewhat less rough cn the stope 
face than on the broken ore and the problem of controlling 
or correcting for a variable measuring geometry n 
quantitative sample evaluation is thus slightly reduced.
In considering the physical properties of gold which 
could be usefully applied in the design of a stope face
gold analyser, the entire electromagnetic spectrum had been 
reviewed. In the radio and microwave regions there appeared 
to be no properties of use; in the infra-red region the 
high reflectivity of metallic gold was noted? in the X-ray 
and gamma ray regions fluorescence and Mdssbauer effects 
seemed potentially useful with electron excitation of 
X-rays a poor alternate? while in the heavy particle field, 
neutron activation showed some promise. Consideration of 
the thermal, electrical and magnetic properties did not 
reveal anything of interest.
Thus four physical, non-destructive methods appeared to 
be potentially useful.
Infrared reflectivity measurement with a vidicon' tube 
gave encouraging results (Hinde, 1371). This method, 
however, had three shortcomings: Optical resolution for the 
ve'j fine gold particles was insufficient, only the surface
s Fp
of gold particles and not their mass could be directly 
assessed and the penetration into the rock is insufficient 
for the requirement of sampling a high ratio of the area of 
the ore body.
A closer assessment of the Mossbauer effect suggested 
that any method based on this effect would probably be 
impractical. It appeared that it would be neccessary to 
cool the rock to obtain the effect and the rate of
data acquisition would probably be too slow.
Gold K level X-ray fluorescence did, however, appear 
practicable and its development will be outlined in the 
next chapter.
The high cross section for resonance neutrons, the high
sensitivity of instrumental neutron activation analysis and 
the high penetration of neutron and gamma rays through rock 
had focussed much attention on this method. Laboratory 
investigations had been carried out at the National 
Institute for M e t a l l u r g y  (Uken e t a l ., 1966) , and 
indications were that adequate sensitivity and rapidity 
could possibly be attained with gold ores. However, a high 
flux neutron source of californium-252 would be required 
and the difficulties of safe handling of such a source in a 
portable instrument in stopes seemed too great.
1.4 Discuss ion
To meet ever increasing mining costs defin mprovements 
in the precision of ore valuation will be required.
The conventional method of chip sampling offers little 
potential for improved evaluation of ores. Improvements in 
the laboratory analysis of samples can only have a minor 
: >ct on the evaluation because the main problems lie on
the sampling side.
Bulk sampling of broken ore appears to alleviate the 
sampling situation in some mines under present mining 
conditions, but the area selectivity and degree of 
improvement will be insufficient for future demands.
It was realized that only by rapid scanning of exposed 
stops faces to a depth of more than a millimetre could the 
continuity and area sampling ratio be improved sufficiently 
for selective mining to a scale smaller than the size of 
present day stopes. The important criterion was that as 
much rock as possible should be measured per unit time to 
an acceptable measurement preclsign.
The underground environment where ores have to be 
evaluated Is fairly harsh for a sophisticated Instrument 
that Is usually operated in an air conditioned laboratory. 
The industry average wer. bulb temperature in working stop's 
is about 29°C and average wet Kata readings are about 11,5. 
Working height is often restricted to less than one metre 
because of broken rock lying in working places, and 
Instruments may have to be dragged across this highly 
abrasive quartzite. Air velocity averages Im/s and the air 
may be dusty. Illumination is by caplamp. Ore evaluation is 
sometimes required in non-working places and in these 
places conditions may be considerably poorer.
A number of potential instrumental methods were 
considered for direct quantitative measurement of the gold 
content in the rock without having to remove a sample from 
the stope face. Careful preparation of the sample surface 
also was to be avoided as this would defeat the object of 
not having to take a sample. Only penetrating radiation has 
the potential of increasing the area sampling ratio. Of the 
instrumental methods only radioisotope excited K level 
X-ray fluorescence of gold and detection of the radiation 
with a high resolution solid state detector appeared to be 
within reach of present day technology for this application.
The term gamma ray fluorescence is used in this work to 
distinguish the method from conventional X-ray fluorescence 
analysis. The energy region used for excitation and 
measurement falls above the energy region conventionally 
used in X-ray fluorescence analysis and at the lower end of 
conventional gamma ray specrometry* Gamma radiation is used
>tected. A ' Low energy' photon detector suitable tor this 
intermediate or transitional energy region is ctioloyei. Both 
the disciplines of gamma ray spectrometry and of X-ray 
spectrometry are merged in this application.
To achieve an acceptable rate of rock analysis all the 
parameters of excitation, detection and data processing had 
to be optimised for a portable instrument to be used in the 
hostile stooe environment. In the following chapters, at ter 
an outline of the method, the various parameters critical to 
the method are discussed and developed from fundamental 
principles as the empirical approximations most commonly 
employed in both disciplines were not amenable to the 
ri g o r o u s  treatment and would not have permitted an 
indication of the maximum improvement possible on a given 
combination of parameters. Some early underground samole 
evaluations taken with prototype instruments are presented 
to illustrate the introduction of gamma ray fluorescence 
analysis into ore valuation of the tfitwat ersranl gold 
deposits.
2 (, if line: cf the developmfnt of the fluorescence method
The in situ instrumental evaluation of gold ores is a 
sophisticated task involving a large number of asoects. 
These may be considered as a chain of oarameters that nee 1 
to be optimised as a whole. Some of the oarameters may be 
considered almost independently of each other while the 
dependence others calls for a comoromise, yet weakness of 
any one par .meter results in ooor overall oerformance while 
excessive strength in another may simoly be wasteful.
The aspects that needed consideration were the nature of 
the ore deposit on both a large scale and a microscooic 
scale, the requirements for oro valuation, the environment 
for the evalua t i o n ,  the human aspects of in situ 
i n s t r u m e n t a l  o p e r a t i o n  and operational procedure, 
operational safety, a series of measurement and instrumental 
parameters, measurement interferences and the presentation 
and utilization of measurement data.
It was mentioned in the opening chapter that most of the 
gold occurs in very narrow deposits and in a wide range of
particle sizes, and that the ratio of the area sampled to
the area mined needs to be higher than the area ratio 
hitherto employed with chip sampling if the precision of ore 
valuation is to be improved.
2.1 Rock penetration for an instrumental method
The effective deoth of measurement in rock of a potential
instrumental method would have to be an improvement on the 
maximum effective depth of current chip sampling. This is 
nominally a 20mm deep cut of 100mm length made every 5 
metres of an exposed stope face, if this projected area were 
spread out evenly along the stope face from one cut to the 
next, the e f f e c t i v e  d e p t h  of s a m p l i n g  would be 
20mmxj00mm/i>m-0,2mm. The sizes of gold particles found in 
tne reef require that also the measurement depth in gold be 
sufficient to penetrate the larger gold particles. If on±y a 
thin surface layer of the larger gold particles could be 
penetrated then the projected area of the particles, rather 
than their mass would be reflects in the measurement values.
m e  narrowness of most of the gold bearing ore layers 
needs to be taken into account when considering large 
penetration depths. In the edge-on measurement of a narrow 
layer of gold bearing ore the absolute concentration in the 
sample to be measured decreases as the sample dimension 
normal to the layer increases beyond the layer thickness, 
thus including waste rock in the sample. Because the golo 
concentrations that have to be determined are at trace 
levels, the measurement phenomenon to be detected manifests 
itself only weakly and it is therefore advantageous not to 
include much waste rock in the sample so that the phenomenon 
may appear relatively stronger. A high efficiency in the 
utilisation of measuring radiation is desirable for such a 
weak phenomenon and this can be attained only with an 
uncoilxmated or wide-angle measurement geometry. With this 
geometry the measurement penetration should ideally be
measuring head should be a similar distance away from the 
samole surface. This would indicate an ootimum rock 
penetration deoth of a few millimetres for most of tne 
/iitwatersrand deposits, buv this would be imoractical. 
Tnere would be no ooint in emoloying a method with an 
effective sample penetration depth less than about 20mm. as 
it would be difficult to discern a layer and to guide a 
small measuring head, in scanning racidly along a rough 
stooe face, with a orecision better than this.
From a oenetration and concentration ooint of view the 
gamma-ray excited, gold K X-ray fluorescence method is thus 
ideal for the evaluation of most of the Witwatersrand gold 
deposits: the gold K X-rays have a half-range in rock of 
13mm, i.e. they lose half of their intensity in going 
through 13mm of rock, and any exciting gamma radiation for 
these X-rays has a half-range in quartzite longer than 
this. In solid gold the half-ranges of gold K X-rays and 
of exciting gamma rays are respectively 0 ,2mm and greater 
tnan 0,04mm, thus most of the larger gold particles that 
may be encountered are easily penetrated so that the mass 
of gold particles, rather than their surface area is 
represented in the fluorescence measurement.
2.2 Description of the fluorescence system 
Gamma radiation from a rad ioi sotooe source is used to 
excite tne characteristic K X-rays of gold in a stooe face 
samole. These in turn are detected by a germanium detector 
and the detector signals are o r o c e s s e d  to give a 
quantitative indication of the gold concentration.
C a d U i u m - 1 0 )  entta 84 keV qaJina raya which can nc 
if f iciently absorbed by the K electrons of gold which are 
,hen enitted with that energy less their K-shell binding 
■nergy of 80,7 keV, i.e. as 7 keV electrons. The vacant gold 
K atomic shell is subsequently filled with an electron from 
the L, M or N shell and in this orocess may isotrooicallv
emit a fluorescent gold K X-ray.
The 8 d keV gamma rays are also scattered in all
directions by electrons in the rock matrix. In the coherent 
scattering process the energy of the incoming and outgoing 
photon remains unchanged whereas in the incoherent 
scattering orocess some energy Is lost to an electron. The 
probabilities of scattering in a given direction vary with 
the scattering angle and are different for the two tyoes of 
scattering . Whereas the gold fluorescence X-ray soectrum is 
the same Ir. all directions (exceor for differences from 
absorption through the matrix), the matrix scatter soectrum 
has different profiles at different scattering angles. 
Cadmium-109 was chosen primarily because its 33 keV photons 
excite gold efficiently while at close to a 130° scattering 
angle the scattering soectrum has very low Intensity in
the region of the gold K x-rays.
A miniature point source in combination with a w 1j- 
angle tungsten collimator shield was develooed tot mounting 
concentrically in front of a germanium detector so that a 
sour ce-samp le-de tec tor scattering angle close to m °  couli 
be achieved in all forward directions of the source-le :ectot 
otobe even for samole to otobe distances as short as 25mm.
The 22 keV silver X-rays, emitted abundantly b/
C a d . n l  um-109 , were filtered out to re ------
radiation hatatd and so as not to take uo any useful count 
rate handling c a o a b i l l t y  of the detection and analysing
system.
IK hyper pure germanium photon detector, cooled by ligui 1 
nitrogen, was specified because of its high energy 
resolution and efficiency for photons in the gold Iff X-ray 
energy region. The site of 200mm2,7mm deep was evaluated for
optimum data acquisition rates.
instead of relying on c o n v e n t i o n a l  empirical 
approximations for spectrum evaluation, a fundamental study 
.as undertaken to allow quantitative comparison of different 
methods re spectrum evaluation. An optimised single channel 
scheme for the two correlated gold k f  °esks was developed 
on this foundation. Tn is provides efficient soectru-. 
evaluation with instrumental simplicity needed in a portable
nstc ument.
I  I  T W O  important development, for quantitative in situ gold 
determination were I) the derivation of a method of ratloing 
the measured gold peaks and their Immediate background to 
cope with the variable geometry measurement of rough 
surfaces, and 1 1 ) for - o n v e - s l o n  of mass to area 
concentration a method of feedback to control the orob. to 
sample separation within predetermined limits. In the latter 
method the total spectrum count rat. 1. Interpreted as a 
probe to sample distance, the rate Is continually displays3 
to the operator to guide him for human servo control of the 
distance and the rate is Internally monitored to Inhibit 
data acquisition when the rate la not within set limits i.e.
when the measuring geometry is not within corresooniing 
distance limits, A South African oatent (Rolle, 1974) and c 
United States oatent (Rolle, 1977) were granted for this 
concept.
The basic concepts of extending and non-ex tend ing 
processing times in the analog processing of random signals 
were develooed together with new concents of oileuo 
parameters to allow a quantitative descriotion of the data 
acquisition rate of a comolete analog oulse orocessing 
system. With this foundation the oulse orocessing times 
could be ootimised for given detector resolution oarameters 
to maximize the non-oiled uo data acquisition rate.
Digital data orocessing was trimmed to the simolest 
system that could automatically or ov ide data in calibrate 3 
concentration units to the operator and for storage in an 
internal data memory for retrieval above ground. More 
sophisticated, mictoorocessot-based systems can, however, be
expected in the near future.
The layout of the portable system was designed for 
maximum operational simolicity and operator convenience, 
particularly for rapid scanning of long stretches of stooe 
face.
The instruments so far tested underground have develooed 
from a stationary, mains-operated model through three 
prototype versions of oortable instruments. At the close of 
the writing of this thesis a number of instruments of the 
third prototype were in the stages of accumulating data in 
ore valuation field trials at various mines.
3 EXCITATION OF FLUORESCENT X-RAYS
For the determination of trace amounts of a heavy metal in a 
light matrix by XRF soectometry, it is necessary to choose a 
source w h i c h  will excite the X-rays of interest as 
efficiently as possible. However, efficiency of excitation 
is not the sole criterion, because the excited X-rays must 
oe detected against a background signal caused by the 
scattering of photons by the matrix or by ohotons in the 
source of energies other than those which excite the 
fluorescent X-rays most efficeintly. Accordingly the source 
of exciting radiation must be chosen not only on the grounds 
of the efficiency of excitation, but also so that it may 
minimize the background radiation seen by the detectar. 
Excessive background radiation can reduce the efficiency of 
the detection system, increase the potential radiation 
hazard, and may reduce the signal-to-noise ratio in the 
energy regions in which the fluorescent X-rays of interest
occur.
In what follows, therefore, all possible means for 
exciting the gold K and L X-rays are considered first, and 
then the various potential sources for K level excitation 
are compared not only on the grounds of the efficiency with 
which they can excite these X-rays, but also on grounds of 
the r e d u c t i o n  In the total flux received by the 
spectrometeri the maximisation of the slgnal-to-noise ratio 
In the energy region of interest; and the practicability of
the various tyoes oE source when use 3 in a nortataie 
underground instrument, which is the ultimate intended 
practical outcome of this work.
3.1 Particle Induced X-ray emission 
For X-rays below about 5 to 15 keV (leV»l ,602x 10 J) , 
charged particle excitation, e.g. by means of orotons or 
alpha parcicles, offers good fluorescence cross sections 
while producing a relatively low scatter background in the 
recorded X-ray soectrum. Excitation cross sections of 
charged particles in th-.» 1 to 50 MeV range lie in the region 
of 0,1 to lm2/kg which is comparable with chat for photon 
excitation. The bremsstrahlung intensity deoen is on the 
square of the charge (z) oer mass (m) of the incident
particle i.e. on (z/m)2 so that, with oroton or aloha
excitation as comoared with direct electron excitation, 
problems of the associated background in the recorde* 
spectrum are reduced by the order of the square of the 
proton/electron mass ratio. Charged particle excitation has,
however, three drawbacksi-
i) their range in air is limited;
xi) apart from alpha particles emitted during
radioactive decay, they have to be produced in accelerating 
machines and thus are unlikely to be practical underground 
and iii) secondary electrons are emitted and may result in 
an increase of the relevant background.
3.2 Photon excitation 
In the past it was found that for X-rays above 5 to 15 keV, 
photon excitation offered superior detection limits 
(WoIdseth, 1973) .
i f p  '
The fluorescence excitation efficiency of ohotons of
,-3energy E decreases aoproximately as E above the X-ray 
absorption edge of the element, i.e. 30,7 KeV for the go!3 K 
level. Photons of energy be low the absorption edge cannot
excite the relevant grouo of X-rays.
Photon sources can be classified into three main grouos 
depending on the mode of production of the orincioal 
radiation emitted, namely bremsstrahlung- , X-ray- and low 
energy gamma sources.
3.2.1 Br emss t r ah lunc^sour ces 
B r e m s s t r a h l u n g  is produced by the deceleration (or 
a c c e l e r a t i o n )  of electrons. X-ray tubes for XRF are
m
essentially operated as bremsstrahlung sources. The photon
spectrum 1e contf^uous uo to the maximum of the electron 
energy. The c o n t i n u u m  spectrum is suitable for the 
simultaneous excitation of a whole range of elements but is 
not optimised for any particular element.
3.2.2 X-ray sources 
Primary X-radiation is produced by atoms ionized through 
electron bombardment, nuclear recoil or internal conversion.
The p h o t o n  s p e c t r u m  c o n s i s t s  ot a grouo of 
characteristic X-ray lines which may be particularly suitei 
for the selective excitation of some individual element. If 
a certain interfering element is to be discriminated 
against, then a filter, or a secondary target of either that 
element or one of slightly high:; atomic number Z, may be 
placed in the primary photon beam. This can remove all 
radiation caoable of exciting the interfering element.
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partially converting it to X-rays of energies more 
efficient in exciting still lower-Z elements, thus allowing 
these to be selectively excited. More efficient use of 
radiation is, however, made by excitation with direct
primary radiation.
In a well-designed, low energy source the intensity of 
the group of X-ray lines may constitute 90% of the total 
radiation from that source. At higher energies, scattering 
effects are relatively more important, and typically only 
30 to 60% of the total radiation appears as the X-ray a of
interest.
3.2.3 Low energy gamma sources 
Gamma radiation is produced in the decay of excited nuclear 
states to Tower states of the nucleus. Most radioisotope 
decay schemes are complex and involve several gamma 
energies usually initiated by a charged particle. However, 
some decay schemes arc simple with practically no charged 
particle emission and only one or two gamma energies, or 
all but the energy transitions of interest are of very low
intensity.
Gamma sources for XRF are potentially monoenergetic 
sources that can give optimum excitation for individual 
elements.
A near perfect gamma source for XRF excitation of a 
p a r t i c u l a r  e l e m e n t  w o u l d  e x h i b i t  the f o l l o w i n g
characteristics -
a) decay by electron capture (EC) or isomeric
transition (IT) with little internal conversion, other 
.odes of decay are accompanied by a bre.s.tr.hlung
continuum and internal conversion reduces the intensity
while producing unwanted X-rays.
b) an intense gamma transition near the a -orption
edge of the element of interest with no high energy gammas. 
The high energy radiation increases background in the 
detected spectrum and aggravates radiation problems.
c) a sufficiently long halflife to obviate tne need 
for frequent calibration of the instrument and replacement
of the source.
d) an acceptable production cost - most of these
isotopes are accelerator-produced and thus costly.
nomma-ray sources are particularly convenient for the
excitation of the high energy X-rays of the heavy elements.
3.3 Comparison of X-ray tubes and radioisotope^sources 
The primary advantage of X-ray tubes is the availability of 
a flux having an intensity orders of magnitude greater than 
is produced by radioisotope sources. The versatility of a 
tube through choice of operating conditions, and the simple 
fact that a tube with its potential radiation hazard, can 
be switched off, are secondary advantages.
Radioisotope sources have the advantage of being 
lightweight, having a very stable, predictable output and 
offering simple high energy XRF excitation.
3.4 Radioisotope sources for excltatlgn__of_JQld_K_X2li?l.. 
The gold K absorption edge lies at 80,7 keV and only source 
photons of higher energy will excite the K x-rays
effectively.
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3.4.1 Primary emissions o£ p o t e n t i a l_raiigisgtooes 
A number o£ ootential rad i o i s o t o o e a  and their orimary 
radiations are listed in Table 3.1. Tho orobability of 
producing a orimary oho ton of oarticular energy during the 
decay of an atom deoendg on the decay scheme and often in 
not 100%. Furthermore the primary ohoton may be internally 
converted without emerging from the atom. The oercentages in 
the fifth and sixth columns of Table 3.1 refer to the number 
of atoms decayed. Percentages above 100% are feasible from 
complex decay schemes and consecutive decays. The 
photoelectric cross section p oh for K level excitation is 
0 ,7 lm2/ kg Au for photons barely exceeding 30,7 keV. As the 
photon energy E increases, the excitation efficiency 
d e c r e a s e s  a p o r o x i m a t e l y  as E 3 , and the oarameter 
(E/30,7) with E in keV, shown in the 7th column of Table
3.1 is an indication of the gold K-level excitation 
efficiency of the primary emission relative to that of 
80,7 keV photons.
3.4.2 Secondary emissions from sources 
If the rad ioisotooes could be mounted on a thin film then 
only the primary radiation would be observed. For oractictl 
applications the rad ioisotooes need to be encaosulatei an! 
shielded from the detector. Besides the orimary radiation 
the source spectrum therefore contains X-rays and scatter 
peaks from the source backing and window and from the source 
material. . .te source scatter oeaks are relatively small 
because the heavy metal backings, such as Ta and w used in 
these aool teat ions, attenuate ohotons in the 80 to 230 keV 
region oredominantly by ohotoelectric absorotion. At these
Table 3
ISOTOPE HALF DECAY PRINCIPAL INT. EMIS­ REL.EXCIT.
LIFE Men, PHOTONS CONV. SION EFFICIENCY
days keV « « (max)
Ba-133 2628 EC 81* 57 34 0,99 u > +
356 2 62 0,01 (0,16)
276;303;384 1 25 0,02 (0 ,2)
54;8o;160 12 5 0,09 (0,55)
Tm-170 128 B 84 21 3,4 0,88 (1)
- brems(968) 0,00 (1)
Cd-109 453 EC 88 96 3,8 0,77 (1)
AgKX 22; 25 102 0
Gd-153 241 EC 97 8 30 0,57 (1)
103 30 20 0,48 (1)
70 11 3 0
EuXX 41; 47 110 0
Co-57 271 EC 122 1 85 0,29 (0,94)
136 1 11 0,21 (0,75)
14 9 0
FeKX 6,4;7 55 0
Te-123m 120 IT 159 83 0,13 (0,56)
TeKX 27; 31 50 0
Pm-147 957 I brems(225) 50 0,05 (1)
target PtX <1 0,56 (1)
Ce-139 140 EC 166 20 80 0,12 (0,52)
* underlining indicates the photon of interest 
+ figures in brackets indicate the maximum relative 
excitation efficiency after incoherent scattering through
an optimum angle
energies the usable orlsary radiation emitted from a source 
may thus constitute 50. or less of the total radiation.
Tyolcal source soectra measured with a hyoeroure =«
detector are shown in Figure 3.1.
3.4.3 T he_excitaU^n_soecU^_ilLl tli£^^2l22
Pot gold determination in a light geological matrix the 
excitation spectrum above 81 keV needs to be considered.
Photons at these energies are predominantly scattered, 
with less than 20. being photoelectr Ically absorbed. In a 
•thin- sample the scattered radiation leaves the sample but 
in a 'thick- sample this radiation is available for further
interaction with the sample.
A b o v e  81 key, scattering in a light matrix I. largely
incoherent so that inside a sample not only the intensity of 
the exciting radiation diminishes exponentially with deotn, 
but the energy of the radiation 1. lowered a. -ell. The 
energy B' of a photon scattered from a free electron at rest 
1, . function of the scattering angle 8 and the incident 
photon energy B. It 1. given by the Comoton (1823, eguation 
for conservation of momentum and energy 
E' • E/1 1 ♦ (l-cos©)S/(mc2 ) 1
The maximum angle through which a Photon may be 
incoherently ac.tt.r.d before it. energy is reduced below 
that required for the excitation gold K X-ray. (81 keV, is 
shown in figure 3.2. The reduction in the energy of an 
incoherently scattered photon, if it is still above 81 k . v ,  
results in an enhanced efficiency for the excitation of 
mold. The maximum relative efficiency for Xu K-lev.l
Source* Cd-109
ENERGY (k.V)
Fig. 3.1 Spectre of eouroee for gold K X-ray fluoreeoenoe
100 15
ENERGY (keV)
3.1 (continued)
Fig. 3. 2 Anglo required in incoherent scattering 
to reduce energy of primary photon to 81 keV
i
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excitation of singly scattered photons is given in 
parentheses in Tab)** 3.1. This is analogous to the 
enhancement effect in XRF at lower energies, except that 
there, stead of being geometry dependent, it depends on 
the presence in the matrix of elements of atomic number Z a 
little higher than of the element of interest, because the 
effect occurs through fluorescence. The average excitation 
efficiency in a thick sample lies between the two values 
given in the table; multiple scattering, sample depth 
dependence and measuring geometry dependence as well as 
variations in matrix composition make precise calculation
difficult.
In an 'infinitely' thick sample, photons scattered in a
interaction but tuose scattered backward have a lower 
probability of further interaction because they may also 
let* ve the s a m p l e . During scattering, the photons are 
polarized, and from the second scattering event, a photon 
tends to be focused to the ulane defined by the first 
event, thus, compared to independent processes, the 
probability that a multiply scattered photon may leave the 
sample is enhanced.
3.4.4 Excitation of other heavy elements 
X-rays of other heavy elements could possibly interfere 
with the measurement of tracs amounts of gold. Elements 
from hafnium to radon have K x-rays in the vicinity of the 
gold X-rays. Only lead has a significant concentration 
among the heavy metals in Witwatersrand gold ores. All the 
sources listed in Table 3.1 car. excite lead X-rays. At the 
start of this investigation the reported energy of: 87,7 kev 
for the Cd-109 gamma transition (Lederer,1967) indicated 
that lead with a K absorption edge of 8 8 ,C kev would not be 
excited, but experiments soon showed very efficient 
excitation of this element, and subsequently the gamma 
energy was reported at 88,023 kev (Dragun,1976).
Uranium is an economically important element associated 
with gold. Its K absorption edge lies at 115,6 kev. For 
direct excitation of U only sources emitting photons of 
energy higher than this can be used.
Measurement of lead, a decay product of uranium, may 
prove to be a useful measurement for uranium valuation in 
the Witwatersrand deposits where hardly any leaching is
interaction but those scattered backward have a lower 
probability of further interaction because they may also 
leave the s a m p l e . During scattering, the photons are 
polarized, and from the second scattering event, a photon 
tends to be focused to the plane defined by the first 
event, thus, compared to independent processes, the 
probability that a multiply scattered photon may leave the 
sample is enhanced.
5.4.4 Excitation of other heavy elements 
X-rays of other heavy elements could possibly interfere 
with t measurement of trace amounts of gold. Elements 
from hafnium to radon have K X-rays in the vicinity of the 
gold X-rays. Only lead has a significant concentration 
among the heavy metals in Kitwatersrand gold ores. All the 
sources listed in Table 3.1 can excite lead X-rays. At the 
start of this investigation the reported energy of 87,7 keV 
for the Cd-109 gamma transition (Lederer,1967) indicated 
that lead with a K absorption edge of 88,0 keV would not be 
excited, but experiments soon showed very efficient 
excitation of this element, and subsequently the gamma 
energy was reported at 88,023 keV (Dragun,1976).
Uranium is an economically important element associated 
with gold. Its K absorption edge lies at 115,6 keV. For 
direct excitation of U only sources emitting photons of
energy higher than this can be used.
Measurement of lead, a decay product of uranium, may 
prove to be a useful measurement for uranium valuation in 
the Witwatersrand deposits where hardly any leaching is
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thought to have taken place.
Excitation of the platinum group metals is very similar 
to that of gold and the same sources can, therefore, be 
considered for their deteririration in ores.
Good s h i e l d i n g  m a t e r i a l s  are by their nature 
efficiently excited and possible Interference by these 
l-rays needs to be held to acceptably low levels,
-
4 Tfic BACKGROUND SPECTRUM
A spectrum o£ 88 keV Cd-109 radiation backscattered from a 
blank rock is shown in Figure 4.1. It was measured with u 
system resolution of 600eV full width half maximum (FWHM) 
at 88 keV and the scattering angle from source to sample to 
detector was greater than 165°. Direct radiation from the 
source or source shield to the detector was negligible.
The m n t  prominent feature in the spectrum is the 
intense incoherent or Compton scattered peak C. A much 
smaller peak marked A, approximately 1/100 of the peak
10 e
10*'
0 8020 40 U0
ENERGY (keV)
Fig. 4.1 Cd 109 backecotter spectrum from blank rock
88 keV source radiation. Peaks t and F are tungsten K X-rays 
from the source shield, backscattered by the sample. Our 
main concern is with the continuum region B where the gold K 
X— rays have to be measured or with region D when higher 
energy sources are used for which the prominent Compton peak 
C lies above the energy of the gold K X-rays.
The true sample spectrum is degraded by the resolution 
of the detection system so that sharp lines appear in the 
recorded spectrum as narrow Gaussian peaks of specific 
width. Minor, usually insignificant, deviations from a 
perfect Gaussian shape occur as a result of imperfections of 
the system.
The background unjet a peak determines the detection 
limit for the pean, and the total background flux taxes the 
pulse handling capability of the measuring system, thus 
limiting the speed with which a detection limit can be 
attained•
An understanding of the scattering processes is 
important if possible optimisation of the background 
spectrum is contemplated.
4.1 Photon scattering 
Uuar tz with up to 5 4 pyrite may be considered the typical 
matrix for Witwaterstand gold-bearing conglomerate. > he 
r e l e v a n t  p h o t o n  i n t e r a c t i o n  data, adapted from 
Gwozdz et .al. (1 97 3) , for Si02 and Si02 + 5% Fe20 3 arc 
plotted vs. energy in Figure 4.2. Below 50 keV photoelectric 
absorption is the dominant mechanism tor the attenuation o . 
the photon intensity. Scattering here has a much lower
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4.2 3 haoc of d i f f e r e n t i a l  cr o s s  s e c t i o n s  oer unit solid 
a n g l e  for s c a t t e r i n g  of 9 8  k e V  o h o t o n s  f r o m  iron.
(1)- C o m p t o n  free electrons, (2 ) - incoherent an! (3 )-coherent
(alter Davisson, 1963).
p r o b a b i l i t y  so that the background is low relative to the 
intensity ot tne X-ray peaks. Furthermore, the background 
s p e c t r u m  b e l o w  about 20 keV r e s e m b l e s  that of the source 
r a d i a t i o n  b e c a u s e  s c a t t e r i n g  n- re o c c u r s  e s s e n t i a l l y  
coherently, i.e. without energy loss. Tne major attenuation 
ot the p h o t o n  i n t ensity in the energy region above 5,0 koV 
comes from the incoherent scattering effect. At do keV the 
concrcnt scattet inj :ross section is .nailer by a factor of 
7 or more. T h e  ene r g y  loss in tnis incoherent scattering 
p rocess r e s u l t s  in a t r anslati v of the source radiation 
spectrum to lower energies and considerable modification of
tnis spectrum.
Whereas fluorescent X-rays are emitted in all uirectuuR 
w i t n  e q u a l  p r o b a b i l i t y ,  s c a t t e r i n g  ot p h o t o n s  is
anisotropic. The cross sections shown in Figure 4.2 are the 
values integrated over all directions. The recorded 
background is thus dependent on the measuring geometry.
The energy dependence on scattering ang1e Q for a 
Compton electron (i.e. stationary electron) was given in
3.4.3 -
E' • B/l 1 + (1 - cosO)E/(me2) 1 
Klein and Nishina (1929) derived the cross sections in 
Compton scattering. The differential cross section oer unit 
solid angle is illustrated for iron n Figure 4.3 for
unpolarized 88 keV photons.
Bound electrons have specific momentum, and for 
incoherent scattering at a given angle the photons have an 
energy distribution known as the Como ton o.rofile. Only the 
peak energy corresponds to the above scattered energy 
equation. Compton profiles have been calculated from atomic 
wave functions (Clementi, 1965) and have been measured for a 
number of gases by Eisenbeiger et al.(1972). Most of the 
intensity in regions B and D of Figure 4.1 can be accounted 
for as the Compton profile. Some of the intensity, however, 
results from multiple scattering (discussed in the next 
section) and from instrumental pulse pileup discussed in
chapter 9.
Coherent scattering would not be possible from unbound 
electrons. The peak A at b8 keV in Fig.4.1 is clear evidence 
that 88 keV photons can be cattered coherently t.irough 
angles >165° by elements in the sample whose electrons have
bi nding energies well be low 10 keV.
An interesting feature of the scattering crous sections
ts illustrated in the spectra for photons scattered from 
iron shown in Figure 4.4. There is a marKed step about 7 kev 
below the 68 kev excitation energy - this energy difference 
corresponds exactly to the Fe K electron binding energy. The 
incoherent cross section drops sharply in favour of coherent 
scattering for energy transfers lower than the binding 
energy. This is shown qualitatively in Figure 4.3. in which 
the variation of differential cross sections with unit solid 
angle is given. A variable iron concentration would result 
in a variable step in the background spectrum at bl kev and 
would reduce the precision with which the background in the 
gold KB peak region could be determined. The percentage of 
pyrite in witwatersrand gold bearing conglomerates is, 
however, low and can cause only a very small step. 
Furthermore the intensity in the spectral region atiected by 
the step forms only a small fraction of the background 
intensity useful for the evaluation of the gold KB' peaks so 
that deterioration in precis.on would hardly be noticeable
in this application.
4.2 scattering spectrum tram thick •arogles 
n thick samples additional intensity in the spectral region 
ntween the coherent and Compton peaks arise- from 
ncoherent followed by coherent scattering, or vice versa.
incoherent process changes the energy of the photon with 
, corresponding change in scattering angle which may be 
insufficient for the photon to return to the detector and 
the coherent process further changes the direction so that
the photon may reach the detector.
Th. orocess of combined coherent and incoherent
VSource " Cdl09 
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4.4 Backecatter spectra from iron samples
scattering in thick samples is confirmed by the relative 
intensities of the super imposeu spectra in Fig.4.4. These 
have been normalised to the same 88 keV integral peak 
intensity. The 'thin' sample consisted of a single d i s c  26mm 
diameter, 0.5mm thickness, the 'thick' sample consisted of 
40 similar discs stacked behind the thin' sample. The 
intensity slightly below 88 keV is about 504 higher for the 
'thick' sample from combined scattering, instead of being 
lower, as might have been expected from the preferential 
absorption of lower energy photons indicated by the 
relatively lower intensity of the Compton peak at 65 keV. 
The explanation for the higher intensity is that the 
probability for multiple scattering, to give a background 
contribution in the region between the incoherent and 
coherent scatter peaks, increases faster with sample 
thickness than the probability for single scattering
represented by the coherent scatter peak.
Although the Compton profile is symmetrical, the 
intensity at energies below the Compton peak is genera..y 
higher than above it, as is evident in Figure 4.1. The 
additional intensity arises from incoherent scattering, 
mostly >90°, in the source, scattered once more by the 
sample, source shield X-rays also are scattered by the
4.3 S o u r c e Z B a ^ l e 2 d e t e c t o r  J S S D ) _ g e o m £ _ t r y
As shown later (chapters 6 and 71, in order to optimise the 
measurement of low gold concentration; in the reef, it is 
necessary to select both the gold x-ray peaks to be measured 
and the source so that the p e a k - to-b.ckground ratio is
maximized and the total background itself minimized. Because 
the background varies with the source-sample-detector 
geometry, some consideration must be given to the optimum 
geometry.
For a co-planar source and detector, increasing the SSD 
angle lowers the energy of the Compton peak thus reducing 
the background intensity at higher energies while increasing 
the intensity below it, and vice versa.
For Co-57 and higher energy sources, scattering angles 
considerably less than 180° would a ope a r to be preferable 
while for Cd-109 and lower energy sources angles closer to 
18U° are more favourable.
Limiting the scattering angle to less than 180° implies 
that the sample should be small relative to the radiation 
path lengtns, defined by the collimation of the source 
and/or the detector. This is a rather inefficient measuring 
geometry. Without collimation, a massive sample touxd 
subtend between source and detector a range of angles fvom a 
minimum all the way up to 180° and decreasing the minimum 
angle would, therefore, have little effect in reducing the 
background intensity at energies below the Compton peak; the 
reduction would be greater above the Compton peak when 
incre asing the angle toward ; 180°.
Gold determination in situ requires the measurement of 
rough-surfaced samples* where the distances of samples from
A rough surface may be defined as one where, over the
sample area, the root mean square deviation from a flat 
plane is of the same order of magnitude as the radiation 
path lengths.
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the source and detector cannot be accurately controlled. The 
minimum scatter angle may thus fluctuate causing an energy 
shift of the Compton profile as well as changes in the shape 
of the background from multiple scattering. The variation in 
the snape of the background contributes a variance to the 
mec jurement of fluorescent gold peaks. The closer the 
minimum scattering angle is to 180° the smaller will be its 
fluctuation for a given change in sample distance; the 
finite dimensions of detector and source preclude a 
scattering angle equal to 180°.
For Cd-lu9 a number of SSD configurations were tested. 
In the earliest experiments only a 3mCi Cd-109 source was 
available and a high geometrical efficiency was sought by 
placing the source directly on the rock with the detector a 
few cm behind the source shield. This gave a relatively 
lower peak-to-background ratio for gold KB' peaks than was 
observed for the gold K« peaks excited by Co-57. The source 
li contact with the sample allowed radiation emerging 
sideways (in u sligthly forward direction) to be scattered 
by the simple through as low as 90° towards the detector, 
thus greatly increasing the background under the gold KB' 
peaks relative to that from a larger minimum scatter angle.
Subsequent measuraments with the Cd-109 source placed 
close to the detector, and away from the sample, to increase 
t he m i n i m u m  s c a t t e r  a n g l e  i m p r o v e d  the g o l d  
peak-to-background ratio for Cd-109 so the ; it exceeded the 
ratio for Co-57.
In Figure 4.5 the KB spectral regioieof a gold ore 
sample, of homogeneous concentration, are shown for central
Source to sample distance - 25mm
centre offset
Source to eample distance " 40mm
IB5
60mm centre offset
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Fig. 4.5 Bockscotter spectra from large sample of standard 
ore for different measuring geometries
and p e r i p h c r a l - s o u r c e  geometries. A 1,5mm diameter Cd-109 
source was placed 3mm in front of and from O m  to GO mm from 
the axis of a 1 6 m m  d i a m e t e r  x 1 0 m m  deep Ce detector; the 
.orface of the stanoard ore sample was at distances of 25mm 
and 40mu from the d e t e c t o r ,  and source shield collimation 
was 120° towards the sample. Annular sources are often used 
for peripheral-source geometries but a set of point sources 
at the annulus r^'Vus gives t.,c same results.
The spectra i. f igure 4.5 were normalized to the Au K Bf 
peak intensity. A change in the slope of the background in 
t h e  g o l d  K b r e g i o n  m a y  be o b s e r v e d ,  i h c  r> g h o s t  
pcak-to-background ratio was obtained for the central source
yecmetry.
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Fiq. 4.6 Increase in bockecatte.' intensity at B O e V  fr'om 
peripheral sources relative to that from a central source 
Prob^-to-sample distance: (l)-25mm. (2)“40mm
intensity at 78 keV (Au k Bj ) is s •'own relative to that from 
a central source geometry as a Cd-109 source is moved away 
form the detector axis. It will be shown in chapters 6 and 7 
that, for a fixed peak intensity the measuring time required 
to attain the same precision of estimation for the 
peak -tc-background ratio is directly proportional to the 
background intensity in the peak region, other conditions 
being equal.
For small displacements from the axis of the detector, 
shadowing from the source decreases the measuring 
efficiency. A tiny Cd-109 source and shield of 5,5mm outside 
diameter was developed, so that this shadowing amounted to 
12%. Consequently a peripheral Cd-109 source would h c e  tc 
be less than 18mm from the detector axis to show a better 
performance than a central source of the same strength. 
Peripheral sources this close to the detector axis hardly 
offer any manufacturing advantage over a central source 
system. Moreover, the system for gold determination is 
limited by the electronic count-rate-handling capability of 
the measuring system, so that a central source of higher 
intensity can be employed to compensate for its shadowing 
effect.
In the second prototype of the portable gold analyser, 
in an attempt to produce a reliable source shutter, a 
peripheral source geometry was designed with three sources 
mounted at 2 6mm from the detector axis, when the full 
implication of the increase in measuring time with reduction 
in the minimum scattering angle was realised the design 
reverted to a central source geometry for the third 
prototype.
5 DETECTION OF FLUORESCENT SPECTRA
For rapid determination of gold the photon flux in the gold 
K x-ray region that emerges from the sample must be 
detected efficiently and with high energy resolution. The 
detector parameters which affect efficiency and resolution 
are evaluated below. In chapter 9 a balance is struck 
between high efficiency and high resolution, which leads to 
an optimum measuring time for the determination of gold.
5.1 Geometrical detection efficiency 
A few cm away from a large rock sample irradiated by an 
uncolliaatcd point source, located a similar distance away, 
the flux spreads over many tens of square centimetres and 
encompasses directions in a solid angle somewhat less than 
2* steradians. With increasing detector area the efficiency 
increases as more of the flux is detected. However, only 
the return flux near the source has been scattered through 
a large angle, which is necessary to give a spectrum of the 
desired low background. An uncollimated detector of a few 
cubic centimetres volume located behind the source, should 
thus have an optimised geometrical efficiency together with 
the large angle scattering desired.
Detectors commercially available for X- and low energy 
gamma ray measurement are gas proportional tubes, sodium 
iodide scintillators and cryogenically cooled silicon and 
germanium semiconductors.
5.1.1 Detector thickness 
For uncollimated measurement the linear absorption 
coefficient of the detector should be high enough to detect 
most of the gold K X-rays within a volume close to the 
source, i.e. within a detector thickness not much greater 
than its radius. The intensity of BO keV photons is reduced 
by half every 310mm, 0,6mm, 13,6mm and I,37mm in Xe(gas), 
Nal, Si and Ge respectively, showing that the absorption 
coefficients of proportional tubes and silicon detectors
are too low for this application.
With Cd-109 excitation most of the backscattered 
radiation has lower energy than the gold KB lines. It is 
thus desirable to use a detector thickness where the gold 
K$ lines are detected at close to 100% quantum efficiency 
since the lower energy radiation is detected with higher 
efficiency, On the other h a n d , if Co-57 (122 keV) or 
Te-123m (159 keV) excitation were to be used a thinner 
detector naving a lower efficiency for this higher energy 
radiation w o u l d  discriminate against the unwanted 
radiation, i.e. the detector filters the desired x-rays.
With Cd-109 excitation and Ge detectors the linear 
detection efficiency for 80 keV and 65 keV photons and 
their ratio is shown in Figure 5.1. There is little 
improvement in the 80 keV/65 keV efficiency ratio for 
detectors thicker than three to four millimetres. However, 
the electronic noise resolution of the detector system 
improves with the lower capacitance of thicker detectors. A 
limitation on increasing the thickness is the maximum
65 keV
I
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1 Linear detection efficiencies and their ratio 
vs. Ge detector thickness
desirable charge collection time, which amounts to lOns/mm 
in the detector, since this proportionally affects the 
pulse-pair-resolution time tor amplifier pileup rejection.
From these considerations, a Ge detector thickness of 
7mm appears near optimum.
5.2 Energy resolution 
In the X-ray region below 30 keV excellent line resolution 
can be attained with crystal diffractometers, i.e. 
wavelength dispersive systems. Their geometrical efficiency 
is, however, extremely lew because only radiation from the 
sample collimated to fractional millisteradians is 
measured. The low geometrical efficiency requirea a 
complementary high tiux which is in practice available only
AH-
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irom x-ray tubes. In the golo K X-ray energy region, the 
crystals of wavelength dispersive systems also have a low 
diftraction efficiency and in fact have a poorer resolution 
than germanium detectors.
Sodium iodide (thallium activated) would be the most 
convenient type of photon detector because it requires no 
cooling and is nighly efficient, but its energy resolution 
is rather poor in the X-ray region and additional energy 
discrimination would be required such as crystal diffraction 
or a pair of b a l a n c e d  f i l t e r s  which, by selective 
absorption, allow tne determination of single elements in 
paired measurements.
Semiconductor detectors have inherently a high energy 
resolution tor X-rays and may be used withou* additional 
energy discrimination. An inconvenience, par icularly tor 
portable applications# is that this resolution is realized 
only at cryogenic temperatures, conventionally at 77°K 
(liquid nitrogen). The development in recent years of 
hyperpure germanium has, however, greatly reduced the 
cooling problem which prior to this meant lifetime cooling 
of the detector to prevent undrifting of compensating 
lithium ions. Warmup of these detectors between daily 
operation no longer has a deleterious effect on the 
resolution.
The energy window of a pair of platinum/iridium balanced 
filters (whose thicknesses are balanced to exhibit the same 
absorption characteristics outside their energy window) tor 
the measurement of the gold lines is 2,28 keV, while tne
resolution of a thin Nal scintillator crystal for associated
«»
bac k g r o u n d  m e a s u r e m e n t  is about 11 kev FWHM. These 
parameters may be compared to the 0,6 keV FWHM resolution of 
a germanium detector, which permits simultaneous measurement 
of peak and b a c k g r o u n d  and thus enables gold to be 
determined with a germanium detector at least ten times, and 
probably closer to a hundred times faster, than with 
balanced filters and a thin Nal crystal.
5.2.1 Resolution of germanium detectors 
Tb. energy resolution of s germanium detector is a function 
Both of the photon energy and of the electronic nci.e of the
detector system.
The FWHM energy resolution of the system is given by
(Woldseth , 1967)
r - V( 5,55 FcE + r 2n ) 5,1
where
f ■ Fano factor ^ 0,125 for Ge
c - energy per hole electron pair 2.93eV in Ge
E * photon energy (in eV)
T n» FWHM system noise resolution 
The constant 5,55... converts squared units of FW H M  to
standard deviations.
In what follows, the approximate resolution of a
germanium d.t.ctor 1. taken at 80 keV (the energy of t„e
gold Ktfj lines) and a preliminary evaluation of the noise
resolution is made, further calculations of the noise
resolution are given in chapter 9.
the inherent resolution for germanium at 80 kev, i.e. if
there were no electronic noise (rn -0) , is 4 06.V (i.e.
5 .55,0 ,125,2 ,98,80000.0 ). Cooled fi.ld transistors
and pulsed-optical-fcedback circuits are commercially 
available with an electronic noise performance which matches 
the still smaller inherent resolution at lower photon 
energies. 4t 80 keV, however, resistive feedback provides 
adequately low noise performance, and at the same time 
permits o p e r a t i o n  at higher count-rates than does 
pulsed-optical feedback.
The noise resolution T n depends on the amplifier time 
constant TC, the capacitance of the detector system and on 
the baseline instability of the amplifier at high count 
rates.
Integration over time of the equivalent series and
parallel noise gives respectively an inverse and direct
square root dependence on the system time constant TC for 
tne two noise components - 
r n(series ) = 1/VTC 
and rn (parallel) = VTC
while F £ ■ F* (series) + (parallel) 5.2
This is indicated by the dashed lines in Figure 5.2. For
time c o n s t a n t s  TC shorter than 2u s the total noise
resolution is predominantly caused by serial noise and the
parallel noise contribution may be disregarded. In this
2
figure the resolution of a typical Ge detector 200mm x7mm 
thick measured at several time constants TC is shown as well 
as the noise resolution of the system with a pulser.
The noise resolution is proportional to the capacitance 
of the f e tector system. For s planar detector the 
capacitance is given by the permittivity x area/thickness. 
Thus a 7mm thick Ge detector has a capacitance of about
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Fig. 5.2 Energy resolution of a 200mmZx 7mm Ce detector
22,5tF/mm2 and the £rray capacitance in a typical detector 
systcii. is about 5pF. This gives the noise resolution as -
A fn ^  loon(0#0225A + 5 )  (2,25 + 5 )  » (0,003A t  0,7) 5.3
2
where A * area of de Lector in mn. ; thickness 7mm
2
lU0rn * "Oise resolution of 100mm detector 
Combining this with 200Fn ^  eV tiie aFProximatc noise
resolution at time constants shorter than 2vs is given by 
Arn 'V (0,003A l 0,7) 310/1,3 fTC eV
~ (0,7 3A + 16 3)//TC eV 5.4
and with equation 5.1, the system energy resolution at
00 kcV is
F % f(40G2 + (0 ,73A + 16 3) 2/TC) eV 5.5
Degradation of the resolution and peak shift at high
count rates is largely caused by instability of the
amplifier baseline which is additive to the amplifier peak 
height. With good baseline restoration, amplifier duty 
cycles as high as 95% can be tolerated, whereas with poorer 
restoration, instability may be noticed at duty cycles of 
40% or even lower. In the gold detector duty cycles arc 
maintained below 30% so as to keep the signal processing 
efficiency high. Degradation of the resolution and peak 
position with highly varying count rates, as encountered in 
scanning rougn rock faces, should, therefore, be low.
It has been shown above that, for gold determination 
with Cd-109 excitation, the detection efficiency of a 
germanium detector is closely proportional to its area and 
the energy resolution is a function of the a«rea and system 
time constant given by equation 5.5. These relationships 
will be used in chapter 9 to derive the optimum detector 
size and system time constant for gold determination.
6 FUNDAMENTALS IN SPECTRUM EVALUATION
In p r e v i o u s  c h a p t e r s ,  o p t i m i s a t i o n  oi the throughput of a 
uclector amplifier sub-system was discussed. All too of t e n  a 
g r e a t  d e a l  of a t t e n t i o n  is p a i d  to the throughput oi tnis 
sub s y s t e m  w h i l e  the e v a l u a t i o n  of the output spectrum is 
tr ea t e d  r a t h e r  p o o r l y ,  r e s u l t i n g  in r e d u c e d  t o t a l  system 
p e r f o r m a n c e .  In tn i s  c h a p t e r ,  h a n d l i n g  of th® a m p l i f i e r  
o u t p u t  in tne p o r t a b l e  i n s t r u m e n t  is d i s c u s s e d .  Al though 
h i g h l y  e f f i c i e n t  s p e c t r a l  e v a l u a t i o n  is d e s i r e d ,  at the 
p r e s e n t  ti me i n s t r u m e n t  s i m p l i c i t y  may dictate a slightly 
reduced efficiency. Ad va nc es in technology may in the future 
lead to more complex portable instruments less restricted in 
t h e  e v a l u a t i o n  of th e  a m p l i f i e r  o u t p u t .  It is sh ow n, 
h o w e v e r , th a t  the b e n e f i t s  to be g a i n e d  fr om a d d i t i o n a l  
complexity are likely to be small.
The o u t p u t  f r o m  the a m p l i f i e r  is a s p e c t r u m  of pulse 
h e i g h t s .  A f i n e l y  d i f f e r e n t i a t e d  p u l s e  h e i g h t  or e n e r g y  
s p e c t r u m  c a n  be o b t a i n e d  by employing an analog-to-digitaJ 
c o n v e r t e r  - multichannel system. In this type of system the 
h e i g n t  of a p u l s e  is a n a l y s e d  by small incremental steps. 
A l t e r n a t i v e l y ,  s e l e c t e d  p a r t s  ol the s p e c t r u m  c a n  be 
c o a r s e l y  d i f f e r e n t i a t e d  in t o  a fe w  c h a n n e l s  by m e a n s  of
I B U E Bs e p a r a t e  p u l s e  h e i g h t  d i s c r i m i n a t o r s  in a set of s i n g l e
channel systems.
In a fi ne ly di f f e r e n t i a t i n g  system, the proc es sin g time
or d e a d t i m e  ol the p u l e e - h e i g h t - a n a l y s i s  s u b - s y s t e m  ca n  
sometimes adversely affect the total system output rate, for 
g o l d  d e t e r m i n a t i o n ,  the b a c k s c a t t e r  s p e c t r u m  fr o m  a rock 
fa c e  w o u l d , however # require fine di ff er ent ia tio n over only 
a l i m i t e d  r e g i o n .  T h i s  r e g i o n  h a s  a v e r y  low c o u n t  ra te 
r e l a t i v e  t o  t n a t  o f  t h e  t o t a l  s p e c t r u m  a n d  f i n e  
ui f  t e r e n t i a t i c n  in th i s  c a s e  n e e d  not r e d u c e  the u s e f u l  
o u t p u t  r a t e  b y  m o r e  t h a n  o n e  p e r c e n t  at th e  h i g h e s t  
practical rates.
The s p e c t r a l  f e a t u r e s  of importance here are peaks and 
t h e  b a c k g r o u n d  u n d e r  a no a d j a c e n t  to th e  p e a k s .  T h e  
i n s t r u m e n t a l  r e s p o n s e  t o  a m o n o e n e r g e t i c  l i n e  m a y  be 
considered as purely Gaussian. A l t h o u g h  intense single peaks 
may al so s n o w  n o r - G a u s s i a n  t a i l s ,  these are usually small 
ana need not c o n c e r n  us here . T h e  b a c k g r o u n d  in the peak 
r e g i o n  c a n  be c o n s i d e r e d  as a sm oo th function with no peak 
stiuct ure.
T h e  e x t e n t  of the s p e c t r a l  r e g i o n  s u i t a b l e  tor the 
e v a l u a t i o n  of a peak and its b a ck gr oun d is normally limited 
b y  n e i g h b o u r i n g  p e a k s  a n d  by t h e  c o r r e l a t i o n  of t h e  
background away from the peak to th at under the peak.
In the f o l l o w i n g  s e c t i o n s  the e v a l u a t i o n  of a single peak 
a n a  its b a c n g r o u n d  wi l l  be t r e a t e d  a n a l y t i c a l l y ,  in the 
f o l l o w i n g  c h a p t e r  the t h e o r e t i c a l  r e s u l t s  wi l l  t h e n  be 
applied to the gold region of the backscatter spectrum.
6.1 G a u s s i a n peak on a constant b a c k g r o und 
A s i n g l e  G a u s s i a n  p e a k  o n  a c o n s t a n t  b a c k g r o u n d  w i l l  be 
c o n s i d e r e d  h e r e .  O t h e r  s m o o t h  b a c k g r o u n d  f u n c t i o n s  can 
r e a d i l y  be r e l a t e d  to th is s i m p l e  c o n s t a n t  function, for
this c a s e  # s p e c t r u m  e v a l u a t i o n  i n v o j. v «.
oetermlnation ot peak and background intensities trom two or 
mote measured intensity values of various parts of the 
spectrum. At a given background rate, the standardized 
variances obtained are directly proportional to the 
measurement times which would be required to obtain the same 
measurement precision by the different evaluation schemes. 
Tnese variances thus form a basis tor the objective 
optimization ot the spectrum evaluation.
6.2 Generalised evaluation 
•or comparison of different evaluation methocs a normalized 
:o-oruinatc system, shown in Figure 6.1, is chosen, where 
.he pea* resolution is given by tne Gaussian parameter o«l. 
•ne total peak intensity, when integrated from - » to +=, is 
ietinert as P units, while the background has an intensity u 
?er unit peak standard deviation. The peak to background
itio R can than be defined as R ■ P/B.
in this normalized co-ordinate systw. the peak height is 
i>/V‘(2ii) a no the FtoHM resolution is /(6tn2) -2,35.. . When
the normalized R needs to be converted to peak-height ratio, 
r snould be multiplied by 1/V"(2ii) - 0,398.. , while tor
conversion to FWHM peak area per FWHM background area, K 
should b. multiplied by f( 2/,. 12 lnil ^ P . - t 1/*, dt
• 0,429.. .
Messui.m.iite in . spectr.l region c.n be performed in s 
number i of independent me.curing channels, each bounded by 
lower and upper discriminators at energies t^ and
respectively, as illustrated in Figure 6.2. For fin. 
differentiation a large number of contiguous channel.
Fig. 6.1 Normalized Gaueeian p«ak and background
5 &
,t, ut, It,,1*4-1 u*!-! 
Channel i“l
Fig. 6.2 General peak and background meaeurement
-•
.
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(uti*jti+1> ot equal energy increments ( ^ 1” tti=uti-H* lti-H> 
are employed so that there are several channels per peak 
standard deviation. In coarse differentiation a minimum 
number of two channels, of non-equal energy increments, or 
spaced asymmetrically about the peak, is required.
At a true peak and background intensity P and B the 
expected intensity in each measuring channel is given by -
ft tA ♦ ft G i
- B (ti ♦ R G i)
The intensities are Poisson variables, and the expe:ted mean 
anr -st iance thus have the same value -
v lYi) •
- 6 ti + ft G ,
- V(dtJ ♦ V|PGi)
A solution for P and 6 can be obtained from measured 
intensities by the following weighted least squares 
calculation
1 0 1 * 1  i h  G1 w l
-1
P i  Gi “i
I t, Gi Hi I'i ^ 1  fci Wi
1 I ‘i *1 -{‘j Gi Wt P i  Ci Wi
0
'{‘I til W 1 $G 1 Wi P i  ti ^i
where the determinant is -
1 __ ^ v 2
• 2 ^ i 0 ) - tjG i) W iWj
The solution of maximum likelihood would be obtained with 
weighting factors equal to the reciprocal of the true 
variance 01 i.e. for
1/VIYJ
- 1/ Yi
In a measuring situation the true means and variances arc 
unknown. It, however, the measured intensities are high 
enough then they can be taken as a good approximation tor 
the true values -
r > > r * i
When the measured intensities Y x are small, the least 
squares calculation can be performed without the weighting 
factors i.^  - usually with little deterioration in accuracy 
ol the results. The first calculation can be followed by one 
or two iterative calculations using improved weighting 
factors.
In two-channel analysis tne same means are obtained with 
or without weighting factors but the variance is affected 
by the weighting factors.
b.3 Variance of the peak to background ratio 
In the present analytical evaluation with a priori knowledge
A
of the P and B , the true values of 1/Y^, even at low 
intensities, are available as weighting factors for the 
variance analysis of expected P and B.
The variance of P and B are given by the diagonal
elements of the square covariance matrix -
viPi " pi/%1
vim * i-
The variance of the peak-to-background ratio, derived by the 
delta method (Hawkins, 1975) , involves all the elements -
VIP/BJ « £( %t^/Yi + 2R U iG 1/Yi + R2 tG^/Yi*
m
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I(t j + R Gj)
t E ^ _ - h V
2 ij (ti+Rui)(t3*RG3)
The last equation, in various forms, was applied to tne 
d i f f e r e n t i a l  m u l t i c h a n n e l  a n d  to the three s i n g l e  
channel-schemer for spectrum-ev 'luation shown in Fig e 6 . .  
Tne bac kg r ou nd i n t e n s i t y  was s tandaro izeu to a single 
(t'oisson) count par peak standard deviation, i.e. ii=l, to 
allow comparison of variances, only the region t>=0 was 
considered because peak and background are symmetrical about 
t«0. Tnia one-siueu analysis facilitates adaptation oi the 
evaluation senerne to real situations where the spectrum on 
one s u e  oi a peak often differs from that on the other side.
two . Imr
channel . 5ch2 chi . 5ch2
 1 L = d  t
chonnal ,5ch2 chi .5ch2
three | +  - Lzprzj
channel .5ch3 .3c! .2 chi .5ch2 .5ch3
Fig. 6.3 Single channel schemes for peak evaluation
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Variances were computed tor a sc r 3 c l oi peak to 
background ratios P from 1000 to 0,01 and R-0, and tor a 
range ot maximum available background regions, tmax trom 
infinity to l o , where the highest discriminator would be
positioned.
in figure 6.4 the standardized background multichannel 
(superscript m, variance ot the peak-to-background
ratio with an unlimited background region, i.e. > "'
in shown tor the above series ot peak-to-backgrounc ratios, 
tor R-0 we nave %V -iV- - 7,09 and a logarithmic scale 
ot»v /"V " 1 was chosen tor clB,:ity in presentation ot the
variance. In Figure 6.5 the standardized multichannel 
variance at limited background regions divided by those at 
un.ii.iited background, trom the previous tigurc, rvt„a x / R v - 
are given. The relative vatiaices are plotted on a
logarithmic scale ot £ v t /  ” v „ - ' -hile the ma.imum
max > i #
available background region i, lotted on a log tea e o
- o ,6 7 o ) , the cons t r t 0,3/ re latin, to the 
probability ot 0.5, since - , < 2/t > 0/ u ’0 W i - t / a i d t  - 0.5. 
■these curves illustrate the ultimate improvement factor 
possible in dittercntial multichannel evaluation an
unlimited bacKgtounu region were available.
In single channel schemes the variance lor a given R anu
t depends on the position(s) ot tnc intermediate
-n a x K
discriminator(s). The variance equations when partially 
d i f f e r e n t i a t e d  w i t h  respect to the i r t c r m c u i a t  
oiscriminator position^) and equated to zero, lead to 
transcendental equations involving normal integrals. The 
minimum variances were, there lore, computed by successive
0 .01 0 . 1 1 10 
Peak to background ratio R
4 Standardized background variances of R t 
background region unlimited
Standardized multichannel variance 
relative
approximation of the intermediate discriminator position!s).
Single channel schemes for spectral pcak-tc-backgrovnd 
ratio evaluation employ two or more counting channels. 
Usually an even number of pv.lse-height-discr im inn tors is 
used. A discriminator at the peak centre serves no purpose. 
An odd number oi discriminators would thus be unevenly 
distributed between the two sides of the peak. This special 
situation neeu not concern us here. Mention should, however, 
be made of the lowest scheme of two contiguous counting 
channels with 1 discriminators - this can be useful where 
the background is highly asymmetrical about the peak or 
where it is imperative to use the lowest posible number of
oiscriminators.
«jth the same number of discriminators on both slues oi 
the peak the corresponding spectral regions can be counted 
in tne same counting channel. In this analysis or.ly one side 
of the peak and background region was considered, with the 
same number oi counting channels and half the number oi 
discriminators as used in the whole region. Variances oi the 
peak-to-background ratio were computed for the three 
single-channel schemes illustrated in Figure 6.3 -
a) 2V for 2 discriminators on a side with two 
contiguous counting regions - this will be referred to as
the 2 cn« sche-.iej
v') jv tor 3 discriminators with three contiguous 
counting regions - referred to as the 3 channe1 scheme, and 
c ) 3 $ 2v tor 3 discriminators with two non-contiguous
counting regions referred to as the pseudo 2 channel sc tie me; 
data between the two regions is discarded.
The attraction of using only two counting channels lies
approximation oi the intermediate discriminator position(s).
Single channel schemes tor spectral peak-to-background 
ratio evaluation employ two or more counting channels. 
Usually an even number of pulse-height-discr iminators is 
uses. A discriminator at the peak centre serves no purpose. 
An odd number oi discriminators would tt s be unevenly 
distributed between the two sides ot the peak, ihis special 
situation nee- not concern us here. Mention should, however, 
be made of the lowest scheme of two contiguous counting 
channels with j discriminators - this can be useful where 
the background is highly asymmetrical about the peak or 
where it is imperative to use the lowest posible number oi
uiscriminatore.
with the same number of discriminators on botti sides ot 
tne peak the corresponding spectral regions can be counted 
in the same counting channel. In this analysis only one side 
of the peak and background region was con laerec, with the 
same number ci countin < channels and halt tnc number oi 
discriminators as used in the whole region. Variances ot the 
peak-to-background ratio were computed for the three 
smgle-channai schemes illustrated in Figure o. 3 -
a) ^V for I discriminators on a side with two 
contiguous counting regions - this will be referred to as
the 2 cnannel scheme;
b) v tor 3 discriminators with three contiguous 
counting regions - referred to as the 3 channel scheme, and
c) 3,2V tor 3 discriminators with two non-contiguous
counting regions referred to as the pseudo 2 channel scheme; 
data between the two regions is discarded.
The attraction of using only two counting channels lies
I •-
p 1S —
B L> 1
tj - 4
-G-
in the simplicity of calculating P and b by the linear 
algorithms -
<
!
fi
where D ■ G1t2 ~G2tl
and ^  * (tnY,/%2 “ t1)/(-G2Y1/Y2 * G i )
It a preset count is accumulated in channel 1 or 2 then 
P # B a no P/li can be calculated from the count _ in channel 2 
or 1 respectively by A ;Y + A2 , where in the case ot P and B
the A s  are constants and in the case of P/B the A t an? 
functions ot Y , but can usually be taken as constants for 
small values ot P/B or over limited ranges of P/B.
t.hen more than two counting channels arc used then 
calculation of tne algorithms becoti.es slightly more 
laborious and, as indicated in section 6 .2 , weighting 
factors - 1/vlYj ought to be used.
In Figures 6 .6a to 6 .8a tne standardized variances ot 
tne peakJto-backg round ratio in single channel analysis 
relative to those in multichannel analysis arc shown, the 
corresponding positions ot the intermediate discriminators, 
at which the minimum variance occurs, are shown in the (b) 
parts ot the figures. The maximum available background
region tmdX is again plotted on a log scale of (tmax-0,67o).
The absolute values 01 the standardised variances can 
readily oe obtained by multiplying the relative variances in 
these figures by the appropriate factors from Figures 6.4
and 6.5.
These variances have to be halved when combining the 
evaluation of both (symmetric*.) sides of a peak and have to
1.4
1.2
— I 1--1 I I I I I I I
K- 100 N>
R- 0
1.1
X \
x t
lx \
' v ; ' -x
X ' - .
Xx
x. —1— i l i J..
3 5 10 20
Fig. 5.6o Minimum two channel variance in R (divided by 
multichannel variance)
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Fig. 6.6b Dleoriminator poeltione in two channel anolyeie
for minimum variance in R
Fig.6.7a Minimum peeudo two channel variance in R (divided by 
multichannel variance)
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R" 100
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f ig. 6.7b Diecriminator poeitione in peeudo two channel analyeie
for minimum variance in R
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Fig. 6.80 Minieun three channel variance in R (divided by 
Kmultichannel variance)
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Fig. 6.8b Diecrlminator poeitione in three channel analyele
for minimum vc lance in R
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be d ivided by ti for ncn-standardlscd background conditions.
The relative p r e s e n t a t i o n  p e r m i t s  ready comparison of the
o
different evaluation schemes.
6.4 Comparison ot multichannel and few channel methods 
T h e  m u l t i c h a n n e l  v a r i a n c e s  s h o w n  in F i g u r e  6.4 m a y  be 
c o n s i d e r e d  as the inherent, s t a n d a r d i s e d  v a r i a n c e s  of the 
p e a  k-to-backg r o u n d  r a t i o s  under s t a n d a r d i s e d  b a c k g r o u n d  
conditions. It may be seen that when m R increases from 0 to 
1 the var i a n c e  i n c r e a s e s  by o n l y  324 (from 7,uy to 9,4) 
B e c a u s e  it is d o m i n a t e d  by the s t a n d a r d i s e d  b a c k g r o u n d ,  
w h e r e a s  at hi g n  r a t i o s  the inci is much greater as the
inherent variance tends to the. value 2R. At high ratios, the
neak intensity on its own is usually more important than the
p e a k - t o - b a c k g r o u n d  r a t i o  but at low ratios tne opposite in 
often the cusc, as it is in the gold detection problem.
from Figu re 6.5, it may be seen that, tor ratios below 
R*l, little improvement in variance is to be gained by using 
b a c k g r o u n d  r e g i o n s  b e y o n d  t-m a x ' ' ^ 0 (f*6, * Fklirt from the 
p e a k  c e n t r e  p o s i t i o n ) .  T h e  s t a n d a r d i s e d  m u l t i c h a n n e l  
variances for tm u X =Uo, i.e. h<"v B , are only about 30% higher 
t h a n  the i n h e r e n t  v a r i a n c e s  K<‘],V r e q u i r i n g  an inf i n i t e  
b a c k g r o u n d  r e g i o n s  d o u b l i n g  the b a c k g r o u n d  r e g i o n  to
tmax*16o results in only 15% reduction in variance.
It s h o u l d  be p o i n t e d  o u t  t h a t  t h e s e  t h e o r e t i c a l  
i mp r o v e m e n t s  in m v L$ w i t h  larger background regions rest on 
the a s s u m p t i o n  that all parts of the background region are 
p e r f e c t l y  correlated. In real spectra, however, the further 
a p a r t i c u l a r  b a c k g r o u n d  r e g i o n  l i e s  away from a peak, 
u s u a l l y  the p o o r e r  w i l l  be it s  c o r r e l a t i o n  w i t h  t h e
.........
— —
correlation in real spectra soon balances out the small
improvements in variance that theoretically coula be gained
by greatly increasing the total background region.
On the other hand, when the available background region
is reduced below tmax'x'4a the var iancer, deteriorate very
rapidly. When this happens on one side of a peak then the
other side should be more heavily relied upon for the
combined two sided evaluation of the peak. Evaluations tor
t <2o' are made usually when there are overlapping or 
max
unresolved peaks that are uncovrelated. This case need not
be treated here.
Comparison of the various single-channel schemes, 
Figures 6.6a to 6.8a show that the variances 3 of the 
pse udo-two-channe1 scheme in very restricted background 
regions (tmax< 2c) tend to those of the three channel scheme 
and at very wide background regions approach the variances 
of the two-channel scheme.
It may be seen that, as is to be expected, the variances 
decrease as more discriminators and counting channels are 
adued. The biggest decrease occurs at the first addition ana 
further additions give rapidly diminishing returns. 1 he 
total possible decrease is not very large. For R <“1 ana
t ■> 4 o the variance even in the two-channel scheme is 
max
never more than Id % higher than that in the multichannel 
scheme; the same holds tor large ratios n>! and tmax*>5o* 
In single-peak evaluation the simplicity of calculation in 
two counting-channel schemes leaves little incentive, at far 
as variance improvement is concerned, for using schemes with
mote than two counting channels.
The most widely used scheme is the pseudo-two-channel 
scheme. Even in the majority of multichannel measurements 
the p e a k s  are s t i l l  e v a l u a t e d  a c c o r d i n g  to the 
pseudo-two-channel scheme. The only basic difference between 
the little-used two-channel and the pseudo-two-channel 
s c h e m e s  is t h a t  at a s u b s t a n t i a l  saving o t two 
discriminators the two channel scheme has a slightly higher 
variance, as shown in Figure 6.6a and 6.7a, particularly at
low v a l u e s  of t m a x . The w i d e  a c c e p t a n c e  of the
pseudo-two-channel scheme cannot be ascribed to the above 
difference. It prooably s t e m s  from the misconception that 
the pseudo two channel scheme is tuch more precise or it may 
have been adopted to simplify calculation. Certainly there 
is a general unawareness that a two-channel scheme can be 
i m p l e m e n t e d  by placing both a wide and a n arrow 
single-channel analyser window symmetrically over a peak, 
tne wider counting channel including the narrower counting 
channel. The algorithms for this overlapping two channel 
scheme arc still just as simple -
p
_ JL
B U
ti+t2 -h
“G1“G2 G
where D - Gjt^ *G2ti
Y1
Yl+Y2
i04 L1
ti -(G1tG2)y1/(Y1-fY2) + C,1 
In the pscuoo-two-channe 1 scheme the outer count,±»*g 
Channel pair is normally placed by inspection far enough for
the assumption that G g * o ; in the two-channel scheme a 
similar, somewnat better, approximation G1-fG2"0,5 <Per Slde)
--
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can be made tor large enough tmax.
in conclusion it can be stated that with an appropriate 
setting of two pairs ot discriminators# the simple 
two-channel scheme leaves little room for improvement in 
single-peak evaluation. The far more widely used pseudo-two 
channel scheme at a 50 % increase in the number of 
discriminators can yield variances in R only marginally 
better.
'EVALUATION OF SPECTRA FOR GOLD ANALYSIS
n this chapter the foregoing theoretical results for a 
single Gaussian peak on a uniform background arc applied to 
the measured spectrum. In gold ore analysis, the relevant 
part of the spectrum for detailed evaluation consists of a 
number of gold K X-ray peaks and interfering peaks on a 
sloping background.
The basis for comparison of spectra is introduced below. 
Thereafter the spectra from ba-133, Cd-109, Gd-153, Co-57 
and Te-123m excitation are semiquantitatively compared and 
finally the Cd-109 spectrum will be treated qualitatively in 
more detail.
7.1 Comparison of different peaks and backgrounds 
in the previous chapter, variances were obtaineu which 
permitted the comparison of evaluation methods tor a single 
peak on a normalized background. For comparison of the 
precision or detection limits of different peaks on their 
particular backgrounds, either the coefficient of variation 
of the ratios, CV(RJ « VV|R]/R i.e. the relative standard 
deviation at equivalent background counts, or the relative 
measurement times at a constant background rate to obtain a 
constant C V (R] may be used. This is basically the same 
approach as in the previous chapter, although previously 
standardised conditions allowed some simplification.
At low peak-to-background ratios, i.e. R<1, V(Rl was
— - ■
mm
tinatedshown to be nearly independent ot R because it is dom: 
by the background so that CVlRj is inversely proportional to
u i.e.
CVIR] 5 1/R (for small R) 7.1
because the variance ot the mean ot a number of independent 
measurements is equal to the variance ct the individual 
measurements divided by the number ot measurements, the 
c o e t f i c i e n t - o t - v a r i a t i o n  ot a given R is inversely 
proportional to the square root ot the background count B, 
or the square root ot the measurement time at a constant
background rate i.e.
CVIR1« 1/Vd (R constant) 7.2a
or CVlKj « l/VTb (R constant) 7.2b
it follows that, tor ditterent ratios, the same CV will be 
obtained with backgrouno counts B , or measurement times ft a 
constant background rate Ta , that are inversely proportional
to the square ot tne ratio i.e.
u ana i'u « 1/R2 (CV constant; R small). 7.3
Similarly the same CV will be obtained with peak counts, c, 
or measurement times at a constant peak rate 'lb , that art 
inversely proportional to (the first order ot) the ratio i.e 
e and « 1/R (CV constant; R small) 7.4
These relationships emphasise that the more prominent 
peaks generally nave a lower CV(R). The ratio has a stronger 
influence on the coetticient-of-variation than the actual 
counts. When there arc two or more intensity-correlated 
peaks in a spectrum, it is usu*l to analyse only the most 
prominent peak in single-clement analysis. When highly 
eificient spectral evaluation is desired, it may be
wm-
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w o r t h w h i l e  to l o o k  a l s o  at the le s s  o r o n i n e n t  correlate 1 
peaks in order to reduce the total coefficient-of-variation.
7.2 Comparison of s^ect n  from different sources 
Sources of five radioisotones, 3a-133, Cd-139, Gd-153, Co-37 
and re-123m, were used for XRF excitation of the sane 30Id 
ore sample. The relevant snectra are shown in Figure 7.1. 
Ba-133, Cd-109, Co-57 and Te-123m showed oroninent gold Ka 
or KB' neaks. With Gd-153 the background in the oeak regions 
was mucn higher and the peaks were no longer discern! > le
above the background noise.
If sources of sufficient strength are available, then 
tne measuring instrument can be onerated at its 001 inurn 
count-rate-handling cacaoility, irresnective of the tyoe of 
source used. An objective comnarison of measurement times 
required to achieve the same precision when using different 
types of sources can then be made by normalizing the spectr a 
to tne same total count. The count rate handling capability 
of a measuring instrument, however, denends to some extent 
on the average energy of the Photon flux. Cobalt-57 and 
Te-123m spectra have average nhoton energies about 30% an 1 
50% higher than a c o m p a r a b l e  Cd-109 soectrum. The 
comparisons below referring to snectra of the same total 
count, will thus be biased conservatively against Cd-109.
The source excitation efficiency shown in chanter 3 
(Table 3.1), when multiplied by the relative intensity of 
tne gold K line from Table 7.1, gives a rough indication of 
the relative oeak height to be expected in a normalized 
spectrum. Additional source lines, matrix enhancement, and
different absorption of Ka and KB lines, modify the relative 
oeak height somewhat.
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